




ELEVA E

ELEVA examination couches are an innovative solution for 

doctors and medical staff who need to examine patients in 

admissions and surgeries. These couches are designed with 

the need for height positioning of the mattress platform, 

which is often essential for correct patient examination.



High load capacity
The solid and robust construction with a load capacity of 

up to 230 kg forms a secure support for patient care.

Foot controller
The examination couche can also be equipped with a foot control.

Choice of colour
The choice of colour design for the leatherette of the couch allows patients and staff to create an 

aesthetically beautiful and inviting space that can help improve mood, comfort and reduce stress.



Electric height adjustment
For easier access to the patient, the couch is equipped with 

an electric mattress platform lift with ergonomic control.

Tiltable side rails
Protective side rails along the mattress platform can be easily 

tilted to provide immediate access to the patient.

Positioning of the back part
Thanks to the gas piston rod, the positioning of the 

back part of the couch is easy and simple to control.



Medical leatherette mattress
The comfortable mattress is upholstered 

in medical leatherette.

Bumper wheels
The bumper wheels located at the corners of 
the mattress platform are a great help 
especially during transport.

Plastic chassis cover
The plastic cover makes daily cleaning easier and 

faster. It also protects the chassis mechanisms, 
thus extending the life of the components and 

the overall reliability of the couche.

Hygienic paper roll holder
Hygienic paper holder can be found 

under the mattress platform.

TENTE brand castors
High-quality medical castors with central brake, 
reducing physical effort for staff. Castors are made 
of permanent non-marking material. Castor covers 
facilitate cleaning and extend the life of the castors.

IV pole holder
The couch can be equipped 
with an IV pole holder.



Technical parameters

Outer dimensions (length x width) .............................................................. 208 x 88 cm

Dimensions of mattress platform (length x width).................................. 200 x 72 cm

Height of mattress platform............................................................................ 52 - 89 cm

Lift of the mattress platform................................................................................. Electric

Safe operating load.................................................................................................. 230 kg

Weight............................................................................................................................78 kg

Maximum patient weight ........................................................................................ 195 kg

Castors .......................................................................................................150 mm, plastic

Patient controller ............................................................................................................ Yes

Foot controller...............................................................................................Yes (optional)

Type of side rail ..........................................................Tiltable stainless steel (optional)

Bed surface material..........................................................................Medical leatherette

Plastic chassis cover ..................................................................................................... Yes

Paper roll holder..............................................................................................................Yes

Transport handle ..........................................................................................Yes (optional)

Bump wheels.................................................................................................Yes (optional)

Face hole........................................................................................................Yes (optional)

IV pole holder.................................................................................................Yes (optional)
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